
Customized eco-friendly very soft pu basketball stress ball 

1. very soft 
2.waterproof 
3. anti-crack 
4. mothproof 
5. durable 
6. no radiation 
7. non-toxic 
8. eco-friendly 
9. abrasion proof 
10.easy clean 

Xiamen supplier of polyurethane foam PU foam ball, PU toy ball, PU stress balls,
PU foam ball
1) Material: Polyurethane foam 
2) safe material without toxic and safe for children 
3) Solid with hands feel 
4) Glossy surface, bright colors 
5) different styles, shapes and various color are available 
6) Attractive toy or souvenir, good choices for collection, decoration, gift



 

        

Finehope was founded in 2002, more than 100 the number of employees, and its number of management
groups had an average age 41 of 32, has a modern factory covering an area of 7000 square meters, it is
Also thousand square meters and has the office building of the area, it was combined classic design with
modern.



      



1. What are the advantages of selecting the Fine hope?
1. Quality of product warranty, guaranteed delivery, good after-sales service

2. cost-effective, the effectiveness of rapid development, professional operation with integrity

3. Fine Hope is to analyze all of the test, in order to reduce the standard competitive in quality

between customers and manufacturers, do work on test standards.

4. lean production management.

5. develop new products, to help the client to design.

6. I have a wealth of experience in design and processing of PU products.

7. Fine hope is a national and international invention patents for technology and intellectual

property and China's high-tech enterprises.

2. What is the difference between Fine hope and domestic counterparts?
1. Quality assurance: Advanced Product Quality Planning (APQP).



2. Fine hope you have a rich experience in providing services to large international companies.

3. research team professional polyurethane material.

4. independent design, production equipment and mold manufacturing and innovation ability.

5. engineers of the team is responsible for quality assurance and quality control.

3. What are the Fine hope and Europe and of the United States of the
corresponding difference?

Maturity and 1 strength to support the supply chain

Reduction of mold cost 2.

3. High development and not only the efficiency of construction, the ability to short processing

time.

4. cost-effective and good service attitude.

4. Do you chose why Fine hope?
Fine Hope is a professional R & amp; amp; be in the PU China is a professional manufacturer, the

amplifier I have Amp;.. D team, production facilities of PU, professional testing equipment and

perfect quality management system We have CAT, Fiat, . HST, the experience of working with 12

of the MCP and other famous enterprises We, R & amp; amp;. offers a service counter in the

amplifier Amplifiers; amp; D, production, to meet the individual needs. 


